
Communiqués de presse
La technologie des laboratoires sur puce (LOC) d'IBM permet d’aider les médecins à
détecter le cancer et des maladies à l'échelle nanométrique

PARIS - 01 août 2016: Les scientifiques d’IBM ont développé une nouvelle technologie de recherché en
laboratoire sur puce qui est capable pour la première fois de séparer les particules biologiques à l'échelle
nanométrique et permettrait aux médecins de détecter les maladies telles que le cancer avant même que les
symptômes n’apparaissent.

 

 

***

 

IBM Lab-on-a-Chip Breakthrough Aims to Help Physicians Detect Cancer and Diseases at the
Nanoscale

 

IBM scientists will collaborate with the Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai to test on prostate cancer

 

Yorktown Heights, N.Y., (01 August 2016) – IBM (NYSE: IBM) scientists have developed a new lab-on-a-chip
technology that can, for the first time, separate biological particles at the nanoscale and could enable
physicians to detect diseases such as cancer before symptoms appear.

 

As reported today in the journal Nature Nanotechnology*, the IBM team’s results show size-based separation of
bioparticles down to 20 nanometers (nm) in diameter, a scale that gives access to important particles such as
DNA, viruses and exosomes. Once separated, these particles can potentially be analyzed by physicians to reveal
signs of disease even before patients experience any physical symptoms and when the outcome from treatment
is most positive. Until now, the smallest bioparticle that could be separated by size with on-chip technologies
was about 50 times or larger, for example, separation of circulating tumor cells from other biological
components.

 

IBM is collaborating with a team from the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai to continue development of
this lab-on-a-chip technology and plans to test it on prostate cancer, the most common cancer in men in the
U.S.

https://fr.newsroom.ibm.com/Communiques-de-presse


 

In the era of precision medicine, exosomes are increasingly being viewed as useful biomarkers for the diagnosis
and prognosis of malignant tumors. Exosomes are released in easily accessible bodily fluids such as blood,
saliva or urine. They represent a precious biomedical tool as they can be used in the context of less invasive
liquid biopsies to reveal the origin and nature of a cancer.

 

The IBM team targeted exosomes with their device as existing technologies face challenges for separating and
purifying exosomes in liquid biopsies. Exosomes range in size from 20-140nm and contain information about the
health of the originating cell that they are shed from. A determination of the size, surface proteins and nucleic
acid cargo carried by exosomes can give essential information about the presence and state of developing
cancer and other diseases.

 

IBM’s results show they could separate and detect particles as small as 20 nm from smaller particles, that
exosomes of size 100 nm and larger could be separated from smaller exosomes, and that separation can take
place in spite of diffusion, a hallmark of particle dynamics at these small scales. With Mt. Sinai, the team plans
to confirm their device is able to pick up exosomes with cancer-specific biomarkers from patient liquid biopsies.

 

“The ability to sort and enrich biomarkers at the nanoscale in chip-based technologies opens the door to
understanding diseases such as cancer as well as viruses like the flu or Zika,” said Gustavo Stolovitzky, Program
Director of Translational Systems Biology and Nanobiotechnology at IBM Research. “Our lab-on-a-chip device
could offer a simple, noninvasive and affordable option to potentially detect and monitor a disease even at its
earliest stages, long before physical symptoms manifest. This extra amount of time allows physicians to make
more informed decisions and when the prognosis for treatment options is most positive.”

 

With the ability to sort bioparticles at the nanoscale, Mt. Sinai hopes that IBM’s technology can provide a new
method to eavesdrop on the messages carried by exosomes for cell-to-cell communications. This can elucidate
important questions about the biology of diseases as well as pave the way to noninvasive and eventually
affordable point-of-care diagnostic tools.  Monitoring this intercellular conversation more regularly could allow
medical experts to track an individual’s state of health or progression of a disease.

 

“When we are ahead of the disease we usually can address it well; but if the disease is ahead of us, the journey
is usually much more difficult. One of the important developments that we are attempting in this collaboration
is to have the basic grounds to identify exosome signatures that can be there very early on before symptoms
appear or before a disease becomes worse,” said Dr. Carlos Cordon-Cardo, Professor and Chairman for the



Mount Sinai Health System Department of Pathology. “By bringing together Mount Sinai’s domain expertise in
cancer and pathology with IBM’s systems biology experience and its latest nanoscale separation technology, the
hope is to look for specific, sensitive biomarkers in exosomes that represent a new frontier to offering clues that
might hold the answer to whether a person has cancer or how to treat it.”

 

Sorting bioparticles at the nanoscale

 

Lab-on-a-chip technologies have become an incredibly helpful diagnostic tool for physicians as they can be
significantly faster, portable, easy to use and require less sample volume to help detect diseases. The goal is to
shrink down to a single silicon chip all of the processes necessary to analyze a disease that would normally be
carried out in a full-scale biochemistry lab.

 

Using a technology called nanoscale deterministic lateral displacement, or nano-DLD, IBM scientists Dr. Joshua
Smith and Dr. Benjamin Wunsch led development of a lab-on-a-chip technology that allows a liquid sample to
be passed, in continuous flow, through a silicon chip containing an asymmetric pillar array. This array allows the
system to sort a microscopic waterfall of nanoparticles, separating particles by size down to tens of nanometers
resolution. IBM has already scaled down the chip size to 2cm by 2cm, while continuing development to increase
the device density to improve functionality and throughput.

 

Much like how a road through a small tunnel only allows smaller cars to pass while forcing bigger trucks to
detour around, nano-DLD uses a set of pillars to deflect larger particles while allowing smaller particles to flow
through the gaps of the pillar array unabated, effectively separating this particle “traffic” by size while not
disrupting flow. Interestingly, IBM scientists noticed that nano-DLD arrays can also split a mixture of many
different particle sizes into a spread of streams, much like a prism splits white light into different colors. The
continuous flow nature of this technology circumvents stop-and-go batch processing typical of conventional
separation techniques.

 

Leveraging IBM’s vast semiconductor expertise with its growing capabilities in experimental biology, IBM
scientists used manufacturable silicon processes to produce the nano-DLD arrays for their lab-on-a-chip device. 
As part of its on-going strategy, IBM researchers are working to increase the diversity of bioparticles that can be
separated with their device, and improving the precision and specificity for real-world clinical applications.

 



*Nanoscale Lateral Displacement Arrays for Separation of Exosomes and Colloids Down to 20nm, Benjamin H.
Wunsch (IBM Research), Joshua T. Smith (IBM Research), Stacey M. Gifford (IBM Research), Chao Wang (current
affiliation: Arizona State University), Markus Brink (IBM Research), Robert Bruce (IBM Research), Robert H.
Austin (Princeton University), Gustavo Stolovitzky (IBM Research), and Yann Astier (current affiliation: Roche
Molecular Systems), Nature Nanotechnology, DOI: 10.1038/NNANO.2016.134

 

IBM Research Nanotechnology Videos:

·     IBM program on exosome based liquid biopsies: https://youtu.be/OhEMommbAio

·     A tour of the IBM Nanobiotechnology Lab: https://youtu.be/3tGPJHCvbDU

Link to infographic on the size range of bioparticles, from proteins to humans: [TBD]

.

To download images of IBM’s lab-on-a-chip device : [link to Flickr set]

 

To read more about the collaboration with Mt Sinai, please go to:  [link to IBM Research blog]

 

About IBM Research

For more than seven decades, IBM Research has defined the future of information technology with more than
3,000 researchers in 12 labs located across six continents. Scientists from IBM Research have produced six
Nobel Laureates, 10 U.S. National Medals of Technology, five U.S. National Medals of Science, six Turing Awards,
three Kavli Laureates, 19 inductees in the National Academy of Sciences and 20 inductees into the U.S. National
Inventors Hall of Fame. For more information about IBM Research, visit www.ibm.com/research.
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